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We propose a platform to acquire and analyze recordings from 4096 electrode
Adapted compression and files structures are implemented from the instrument level
The use of the platform is illustrated for pan retinal RGCs light-evoked recordings

Abstract
Deciphering neural network function in health and disease requires recording from many active
neurons simultaneously. Developing approaches to increase their numbers is a major
neurotechnological challenge. Parallel to recent advances in optical Ca2+ imaging, an emerging
approach consists in adopting complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology to
realize MultiElectrode Array (MEA) devices. By implementing signal conditioning and multiplexing
circuits, these devices allow nowadays to record from several thousands of single neurons at submillisecond temporal resolution. At the same time, these recordings generate very large data
streams which become challenging to analyze.
Here, at first we shortly review the major approaches developed for data management and analysis
for conventional, low-resolution MEAs. We highlight how conventional computational tools cannot
be easily up-scaled to very large electrode array recordings, and custom bioinformatics tools are an
emerging need in this field. We then introduce a novel approach adapted for the acquisition,
compression and analysis of extracellular signals acquired simultaneously from 4096 electrodes
with CMOS MEAs. Finally, as a case study, we describe how this novel large scale recording platform
was used to record and analyze extracellular spikes from the ganglion cell layer in the wholemount
retina at pan-retinal scale following patterned light stimulation.
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Introduction
Neurotechnologies allowing to increase the number of simultaneously recorded spiking neurons in
large brain circuits are essential to advance our understanding of functioning and dysfunctioning
networks. Developing such technologies is challenging (Marblestone et al. 2013) and requires to
introduce novel interdisciplinary approaches to improve existing methodologies for recording and
data analysis of unprecedented large-volumes of electrophysiological signals.
This challenging goal has been developed since the 1960’s, either by gradually improving
extracellular electrode array recordings or functional Ca2+ imaging technologies. These efforts have

resulted in approximately doubling the number of simultaneously recorded single units in-vivo
every other year (Stevenson and Kording 2011), allowing a few laboratories to record from up to
several hundreds of neurons. More recently, implantable microendoscopes were developed to
record Ca2+ signals from more than a thousand of neurons located over less than 1 mm2 in a single
cortical region (Ziv et al. 2013), or from a few hundreds of neurons in two closely spaced regions,
i.e. V1 and LM (Lecoq et al. 2014). In contrast to optical approaches, electrodes remain a valuable
solution for label-free, high signal-to- noise, sub-millisecond resolution extracellular recordings of
spiking activity and field potentials. Remarkably, dense microwire electrode arrays have recently
made it possible to perform five years long chronic recordings from up to ~500 cortical neurons
distributed across multiple cortical areas (Schwarz et al. 2014). In addition, over the last decade
cutting edge developments in engineering have provided an alternative technological substrate for
the realization of very large electrode arrays based on microelectronic monolithic chips. These new
devices now make it possible to substantially increase the current number of simultaneously
recorded neurons, while taking advantage of the quality of electrode sensing. Here, we focus on
such emerging microelectronic electrode arrays and in particular on the computational challenges
that need to be addressed for managing the ensuing volume of recorded data.
Briefly, active microelectronic MultiElectrode Arrays (MEAs) integrate on-chip circuits for
addressing the electrodes, for amplification and for signal multiplexing. Conventional (passive)
electrode arrays rely on the individual wiring of each electrode to off-chip amplifiers, thus
constraining the electrode density and the number of locally recording electrodes (i.e. typically 64512). Consequently, the capability to record neuronal activity on passive devices is limited to few
hundreds of neurons, resulting in strong undersampling of the neuronal activity within a network
that is generally composed by several thousands of neurons.
More than 15 years ago we, as well as other laboratories, have started investigating MEA devices
with several thousands of simultaneously recording electrodes that do not rely on wiring of
individual electrodes. To that aim, monolithic active microelectronic circuits realized with
complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology and post-processing micro-/nanotechnologies were implemented and tested in-vitro, in particular on cell cultures (Berdondini et al.
2014; Maccione et al. 2010; Zeitler, Thewes, and Fromherz 2011; Hierlemann et al. 2011), brain
slices (Ferrea et al. 2012; Frey et al. 2009) and retinal whole mounts (Fiscella et al. 2012; Maccione
et al. 2014). Addressing and multiplexing circuit solutions, i.e. to sequentially scan the electrode
array at high-frequency and read-out extracellular signals sensed from thousands of electrodes on a
few output channels at sub-millisecond resolution has respectively allowed to reduce the electrode
separations to a few micrometers and to record neuronal activity spanning large areas extending
over several mm2. This novel generation of MEAs have recently become commercially available for
in-vitro electrophysiology (i.e. from 3Brain GmbH www.3Brain.com and MultiChannelSystems
www.multichannelsystems.com) and can nowadays provide whole array recordings from more
than 4000 closely spaced electrodes at sampling rates ranging from 7 to 25 kHz/electrode. More
recently, CMOS approaches were also proposed for in-vivo probes (Lopez et al. 2014; Ruther and
Paul 2014).
Undoubtedly, such an upscaling in the number of simultaneously recording electrodes requires
adapted computational approaches to manage the massive volume of signals and their analysis. As
already developed for genomic data with centralized servers for storage and ad hoc compression
algorithms (Brandon, Wallace, and Baldi 2009), bioinformatic approaches can be adopted. Here, we
first briefly summarize the main software tools available for conventional MEAs consisting of few
tens of electrodes. Given the relatively small volume of data acquired with these systems, except for
a few pioneering studies, this field still suffers from a lack of advanced data formats, data
compression and optimized analysis algorithms. In addition, many laboratories rely on custom
tools designed for specific analyses. Then, based on our experience gained in the development and
experimental application of large-scale CMOS-MEAs, we describe a chain for the acquisition and

analysis of large electrophysiological datasets based on a custom SW/HW platform providing
simultaneous recordings from 4096 electrodes at ~7 kHz. Considering that ten minutes of
continuous recording from our system generates ~30 GBytes of raw data, hard drives of 1-2
TeraBytes, that are typically mounted on workstations are inadequate for storing multiple
experimental sessions. Finally, as a case-study, we present the workflow used to analyze responses
to patterned light recorded with that device from a large population of retinal ganglion cells in the
whole mount mouse retina.

Available data formats, data sharing and analysis tools for multielectrode arrays
Commercial MEA systems based on passive devices (i.e. 64-512 electrodes) usually provide only a
few software tools, mainly for handling data and for enabling the users to develop their own custom
analysis algorithms. These systems implement their own proprietary data formats (e.g. .mcd for
MultiChannelSystems, or .nex for Plexon Neuroexplorer www.plexon.com) and ad-hoc libraries and
wrappers are typically provided as third party applications to access the data for analysis. In some
cases, tools for exporting data to Matlab files (or to text files) are available directly in the
acquisition software. Common open source data formats, such as those developed in the
Neuroshare project (www.neuroshare.sourceforge.net/) or NEO (www.pythonhosted.org/neo/),
were proposed to provide hierarchical data models and libraries to support interoperability
between different data formats. For the analysis, different open source analysis libraries are
available (e.g. Bologna et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2008; Egert et al. 2002), but they are generally not
optimized in terms of computational costs. Even though the analysis of signals from only a few
electrodes is not very computationally demanding, once multiple sessions of the same experiment
are acquired and repetitive analysis is required, it can become a serious bottleneck. In fact,
conventional approaches are generally not optimized in terms of read and write routines and
typically involve many intermediate steps that require direct conversions or external libraries to
access the data. Approaches to solve the bottleneck of the computational overload were proposed
(Mahmud et al. 2012, Sobolev et al. 2014), but their use typically requires a deep knowledge in
software programming. Alternatively, in the last years there has been an increasing effort to
identify more appropriate data formats and structures to handle the analysis and to share data and
results. A remarkable example is the web portal Carmen (https://portal.carmen.org.uk), a
repository for data storage and exchange between collaborators. It also allows to perform online
data analysis (Eglen et al. 2014). Additionally, the Neurophysiology Data Translation Format (NDF)
was developed within the CARMEN project. It consists of a configuration file in XML format that
contains metadata and references to the associated data files. This file format presents the
advantage of accessing metadata without the need of loading the entire file and it is well suited for
web applications to provide the end user with analysis reports that exploit high-performance
computational infrastructures. Another interesting approach is the NIX project (previously called
Pandora) which was developed by the Electrophysiology Task Force in the context of the
International Neuroinformatics Coordination Facility (INCF) Datasharing Program
(https://github.com/G-Node/nix/wiki). This consortium proposed a highly generic structure of
data and metadata based on a “open metaData Markup Language” (odML) model that provides a
flexible architecture for storing any information as extended key–value pairs in a hierarchical
organization (Grewe, Wachtler, and Benda 2011). Interestingly, to support the model structure, the
Hierarchical Data File (HDF) technology (https://www.hdfgroup.org/) was used. This presents
several advantages, by allowing to store large datasets (even in the order of TeraBytes) with
theoretically no limit and enabling the access to subsets of data without the need of loading or
reading the entire data stream and by enabling parallel multiple input/output operations. All these
aspects make the HDF file format a perfect candidate for implementing a flexible and
computationally optimized structure for handling massive neuronal recording from thousands of
electrodes.

Implementation of an adapted analysis framework for a 4096 CMOS-MEA platform
Platform architecture
A schematic representation of the 4096 CMOS-MEA platform (for a review see (Luca Berdondini et
al. 2014)) and of the distributed processing tasks is illustrated in Fig. 1. The platform consists of a
CMOS-MEA chip, a real-time interface hardware (i.e. FPGA board) and a Host PC running a
dedicated software application. Here, we briefly describe these different components and their role
in sampling and processing extracellular signals.
The CMOS-MEA chip integrates a 64 x 64 electrode-pixel array with amplification and low-pass
filtering circuits as well as addressing and multiplexing on-chip functionalities for the read-out of
electrode signals on 16 output analogue lines. In particular, the CMOS-MEA chips were designed
with a scalable circuit architecture (Imfeld et al. 2008) that can be up-scaled in the number of
simultaneously recording electrodes and achieving sub-millisecond temporal resolution when
performing whole array recordings (7 kHz up to 18 kHz on the novel platform of 3Brain GmbH). To
do so, the circuit is based on the Active Pixel Sensor (APS) concept that was originally developed for
high-speed light imaging sensors (L Berdondini et al. 2014). Active electrode-pixel circuits (42 x 42
µm2) integrating a microelectrode (21 x 21 µm2) and a local amplifier with a gain of ~40 dB are
integrated in a regular 64 x 64 array. Originally, to meet the small area constraints imposed by the
pixel size and in order to avoid saturating the in-pixel amplifier with large amplitude and drifting
DC-offsets caused by charge accumulation when the chip is directly exposed to light, the in-pixel
amplifier was not designed with an AC-coupling (Harrison and Charles 2003; Mollazadeh et al.
2009) that requires a large capacitor, rather with an auto-zeroing circuit (Fig. 1, in-pixel circuit
inset). This circuit solution allows to manage drifting DC-offsets under normal experimental
conditions as well as under exposure to direct light (up to 100-300 µW/mm2, unpublished). In this
case, light exposures result in faster DC drifts that can be managed by increasing the calibration
frequency to maintain the amplifiers at their working point. In addition to the recording capabilities
from the 4096 electrode array, a more recent generation of chips also provides an array of 16
electrodes, interleaved within the recording array, for electrical stimulation (21 x 21 µm2 in size,
pitch of 81 µm).
The real-time hardware for data acquisition is based on an FPGA board. It controls the CMOS-MEA
operation and sends at high-frequency the addresses of the electrode-pixels that have to be readout on the output multiplexed analogue lines. On the same board, these analogue signals are then
converted to digital signals at 12 bits resolution. In addition, the FPGA implements a programmable
high-pass digital filter and sends the data to a frame grabber installed on the PC via a high-speed
Camera-link interface. The same platform includes input ports for externally generated signals (e.g.
time-stamps of light projected pattern stimuli to stimulate the retina), or for externally generated
electrical stimulation signals (e.g. using the 16 channels PlexStim Electrical stimulator, Plexon,
USA). Additionally, it is possible to output a single electrode signal for implementing closed-loop
experimental setups.
The host PC controls the full platform and implements a software (BrainWave, 3Brain GmbH) that
provides on-line and off-line tools to process, visualize, store and export the recorded data. The
same software tool provides off-line tools for data mining, event detection and basic analysis (e.g.
Mean Firing Rate and Inter Spike Interval). In order to perform online processing, visualization and
data storage, the acquisition core of the software is organized as a circular memory buffer, with one
producer and multiple concurrent consumers of data. In addition, ad-hoc routines were developed
for accessing the same area of the buffer simultaneously and for optimizing the writing operations
on the hard drives (up to 140 MB/sec at 18 kHz in the novel platform). The acquired data are stored
on the local hard drive and are in our case transferred to a server for further analysis.
Data compression and structured file format of the acquisition platform

In order to manage large-scale electrophysiological experimental datasets that can be composed of
multiple recording sessions, structured files with metadata and online data compression strategies
are needed.
In our platform, the software embeds online event detection algorithms and waveform extraction
tools that allow to store the acquired signals using different modalities, either as compressed raw
data or by using different levels of compression to reduce the file size and to facilitate data sharing
(Fig. 2a). Two compression modalities are currently available, namely the “spike-mode” (i.e. timestamps of the detected events) or the “blanking mode” (i.e. only an interval of time of raw data
around the detected events, see Fig. 2b). The “blanking mode” allows not only to store the
electrodes where the events are detected, but also to store raw data of neighboring sites (Fig. 2c).
This allows to apply emerging spike sorting algorithms that exploit the redundant signals of the
same neuron recorded from nearby closely spaced electrodes as has already been described in
another type of high density MEA system in (Litke et al. 2004). It also defines spatially distributed
spike templates for optimizing unit discrimination (Marre et al. 2012), saving space into the hard
disk without losing any spatiotemporal information of the signals.
For the event detection, three different online algorithms are provided in the software, i.e. a simple
Hard Threshold, a Differential Threshold (Novellino et al. 2009) and the Precise Time Spike
Detection (Maccione et al. 2009). The simultaneous online spike detection on 4096 electrodes is
enabled by the optimized multi-threading 64bit architecture of the software and by the use of fast,
yet affordable, workstations (e.g. Intel quad-core 3GHz with 8GByte RAM 16000 MHz
complemented with 2HD SATA3 in raid 0 configuration).
On this platform, the acquired data (rate of ~60 MB/s at 7 kHz/el.) are directly stored as HDF5 files,
organized in a structure including metadata information as the array layout, the software and
hardware version and also specific fields dedicated to the recording modalities. Briefly, two types of
files can be generated. These are obtained either when storing raw data (i.e. BRW file), or as a result
file after an online/offline analysis step (i.e. BXR file), thus allowing the user to tune the amount of
stored information and to manage the physical dimension of the dataset.
For the first, the “raw mode” fills a Raw matrix, where each column is an electrode and each row is a
given frame (i.e. extracellular potentials recorded by the array of 64x64 electrodes), while the
“blanking mode” fills two separated arrays named RawEncoded and RawEncodedTOC. The former
stores chunks of data of the extracted waveforms, while the latter stores the positions in the
RawEncoded array at fixed time intervals, respectively. A chunk of data in the RawEndoded array
contains data from the electrodes where portions (ranges) of relevant data were identified. Each
electrode data then consists of a tag identifying the electrode, the size in bytes of the electrode data
and a series of one or more saved ranges. A range contains the raw data associated to one or more,
but sufficiently adjacent to be merged together, detected events (see Fig. 2b). An electrode data
chunk can have more ranges since there can be consecutive events on the same channel. Each range
is then composed by the starting and the ending frames of the range and by the raw data between
them. Since the position of a certain time interval in the RawEncoded array depends on the spiking
rate, the length positions in the array are stored in the RawEncodedTOC array at fixed time
intervals. In this way, when data are requested, it is possible to jump immediately at the correct
position of the RawEncoded array without the need to read the full array.
For the second file format, only the occurrence of the detected events is stored. This file does not
contain any raw data and can also be obtained offline by executing algorithms of event detection
and waveform extraction on one of the raw data files. This file structure still contains metadata in
common with the .brw files, but data are stored into three arrays in a section field named
3BChEvents. Furthermore, complementary data as for the timestamps of detected artifacts can be
added, as needed for the case of electrical stimulation.

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the compression methods implemented in this platform,
Table 1 compares the different file sizes obtained by analyzing 10 minutes of recording of
spontaneous spiking activity from a hippocampal culture aged of 24 Days In Vitro (DIV). This
dataset provides >3’000 active electrodes (i.e. spiking activity > 0.01 spike/sec) and a total of about
850’000 detected spikes. As it can be noticed, depending on the level of compression, the file size
can scale down from tens of GBytes to a few MBytes.
A Pythontm based client-server platform for analysis and data exchange
The emerging CMOS-MEA technology not only needs new strategies for data acquisition and
compression, but also introduces challenging issues with respect to computational cost in data
analysis and data sharing. Here, we propose a client-server architecture designed for the analysis of
large-electrode array data, with a scalable data format that can include further information to be
correlated with the electrical recordings (e.g. visual stimuli time events in a light-evoked retina
responses experimental paradigm). This implementation is fully interoperable and provides
management tools and a graphical-user-interface (GUI) either for grouping datasets of different
experiments or for selecting specific subsets of electrodes within a dataset. We chose the open
source Python (www.python.org) language as development environment, since it is fully integrated
with the h5 format and it is becoming a standard in neuroscience.
Platform architecture
The Python language (2.7 release), complemented by HDF5 and PyTable modules for data handling,
and QT libraries for the GUI (http://qt-project.org/), was adopted to guarantee fully portability
among different operating systems. Socket, lock and threading modules have been used to design a
client-server application. As shown in the diagram of Fig. 3a, the platform is organized by
distinguishing two working modalities, i.e. “local” mode (green paths) and “remote” mode (red
paths). Classes are grouped into four main layers: a GUI/client Layer (GUIL), the Kernel Layer (KL),
the Remote Communication Layer (RCL) and a Server Layer (SL). The first two layers represent the
core of the platform and are used both for the local (green dashed lines) and remote modalities (red
dashed lines). These layers include the GUIs and all classes and functions for the manipulation,
organization and analysis of the data. The RCL layer (installed on both the server and the client)
and the SL layer are needed only for the remote modality. While in local mode the entire
architecture is on the user PC, in the remote mode, the RCL layers communicate with a server class
via a TCP/IP socket protocol. However, large-volume data exchanges between the client and the
server would be limiting the analysis performances of the client-server mode. For this reason, the
system was designed to minimize such data transfer. In addition, experimental data can be stored in
a separated remote server, thus leaving the researcher to choose his own data repository strategy
and to minimize the transfer of large experimental files. To achieve this, the client only transmits to
the server the name and parameters of the function to be executed and the data file paths (that are
automatically converted to the relative paths of the server) and retrieves the results.
Finally, in order to guarantee parallelization and increased computational performances the
platform was designed as a multi-tasking architecture while dictionary objects exchanged between
different threads running on the server and the client are managed by a Sender/Receiver queue.
When the Receiver has accomplished a requested task, it informs the Sender who made the request,
thus guaranteeing an optimized asynchronous parallel management of multiple tasks.
Graphical-User-Interface (GUI) and functionalities
The server-client analysis tool provides several organized GUIs to perform the following tasks:

1. Conversion to internal HDF5 file format: the internal file format allows to integrate
complementary information coming from different instruments (e.g. electrical stimulator, light
projecting systems) that work in parallel with the CMOS-MEA platform.
2. Concatenation of multiple files: different recordings can be merged and analyzed as a unique file.
3. Clustering of electrode channels within a file: subsets of electrodes can be selected and stored to
the internal HDF5 file to be analyzed separately. The selection of the electrodes can be either
manual or assisted by the data integrated in the internal file format. The selections of electrode
subsets can be stored as templates and then applied to other files for successive analysis.
4. Grouping of files: files can be collected in groups. During the analysis each file will be at first
analyzed separately and the results obtained from different experimental data can be averaged
together.
5. Analysis of datasets: first order statistical parameters, e.g. Mean Firing Rate, Mean Bursting Rate,
Mean Intra Fire Burst, Mean Burst Duration, Bursting Network and Power Spectrum analysis,
are included in the platform. New analysis tools can be easily added without deep a-priori
knowledge of the platform structure. A researcher can create his own python script with a
custom analysis function, locate it in a defined directory of the software, and include it in the
software by editing an XML configuration file. In this way, the analysis file will be loaded by
dynamically creating an analysis tab on the GUI to set the new function parameters. A similar
procedure can be executed in order to include different input data formats.
Computational performances
The high configurability of the platform allows to exploit different hardware architectures to
optimize the computational execution time of a given analysis. As an example, Fig. 3b shows the
comparison in performance obtained on different machines and configurations, when executing a
data conversions and an analysis task (i.e. computation of different first order statistical
parameters) on 27 datasets, counting approximatively 1’000’000 detected spikes each. More
specifically, these tests were performed using the “Remote mode” on a Server machine (Ubuntu
Server SO) that mounts 4 Hexa core AMD Opteron 6238s 1400 MHz CPU (six cores per processor),
120 GB of RAM; the “Local mode 1” an Apple MacBook pro 2,8 GHz Intel Core i7 (4core) with 16
GByte of DDR3 RAM at 16000 MHz with an SSD 1 TByte hard disk; and using the “Local mode 2” on
a workstation “dell precision T7400” with an Intel® Xeon® X5472 Quad-core 3 GHz and 6 GB of
RAM. As shown, task parallelization on the server clearly provides better performances up to eight
times in conversion time and five times in analysis time with respect to the configuration used for
“Local mode 2”. Interestingly, with respect to “Local mode 1” that takes advantage of an SSD disk for
read/write operations, the gain of the client server configuration for this analysis task is of about
25%.
Adoption of the proposed platform for pan-retinal electrophysiological recordings of light evoked
RGCs responses on CMOS-MEAs
As a case study aimed at illustrating the application of the proposed platform, we report here an
experimental paradigm designed for studying the effects induced by the extent of a projected image
on the spatial tuning properties of Retinal Ganglion Cells (RGCs) receptive fields. The physical
dimensions of the chip (2.67 x 2.67 mm2) allow simultaneous recordings of RGCs light-evoked
activity from almost the entire retina of a mouse. This is an ideal scenario to study how an image is
encoded in the retina: light-stimuli are projected on the photoreceptors layer and responses from
RGCs are recorded by the CMOS-MEA.
The receptive field of a RGC was defined as the area in which light-stimulation evokes a response in
that neuron (Levine and Shefner 1991). Retinal receptive fields are organized in a center-surround

antagonistic fashion (e.g. central excitation and surround inhibition). The consequence of this
organization is that for a RGC that has an excitatory center and inhibitory surround, stimulating the
receptive field with a bar that is as large as the central part of the receptive field will evoke the
largest spiking response that can be obtained by that RGC. When the size of the bar increases
beyond the limit of the receptive field center and begins to invade the surround, the response of the
RGC will decrease as a function of the increase in the bar size. This property of the receptive field is
called “spatial tuning” and is a function of the amount of suppression generated by the RF. The
larger the suppression, the sharper the spatial tuning of a specific RGC. The logical consequence of
this is that RGCs may differently encode two identical images that only differ in their projection
sizes on the retina (in our case, one quarter and one eighth of the retina, respectively).
To test this hypothesis, we presented moving bar-stimuli with different spatial frequencies (from
0.045 to 3 cycle/degree at 1Hz), moving in the four cardinal directions, within two concentric areas
of the retina. In addition, to investigate that the observed changes involve the synaptic inhibition in
the surround, the same set of stimuli was applied while perfusing the retina with Bicuculline (10
µM), a competitive antagonist of GABAA receptors that are known to contribute to the inhibitory
surround of the RF.
We acquired and analyzed light-evoked electrophysiological responses from RGCs from mouse
retinal wholemounts on CMOS-MEAs. As schematically represented in Fig. 4a, ex-vivo light evoked
responses of RGCs are recorded at pan retinal scale by taking advantage of the 4,096 electrode
array that is here combined with a Digital Light Projector (DLP) (cf. Platform architecture). For this
type of experiments, the spiking activity sensed by the electrode array and the trigger signals
corresponding to the time-stamp of all visual stimuli, were both recorded and stored as .bxr files
after executing the Precise Time Spike Detection algorithm implemented on BrainWave acquisition
software (cf. Data compression and structured file format of the acquisition platform). The detected
events were then converted into the internal .HDF5 format of the server-client analysis platform
and completed with text files containing information on the associated light-stimuli.
The subset of electrodes that was always exposed to each visual stimulus was selected and
considered for the analysis of all the recorded phases. Recordings under control/pharmacological
blockade conditions and for both projection conditions were grouped separately. All these
procedures were easily executed by using our client-server analysis platform as described in the
Graphical-User-Interface (GUI) and functionalities section.
For this analysis, spike sorting was not performed. Indeed, from previous unpublished data we
observed >70% of the total recording electrodes are typically acquiring from a single unit (Offline
Sorter from Plexon, www.plexon.com). The purpose of the experiment reported here is mainly to
show the ability of the proposed platform to handle large and complex biological data and not to
perform a rigorous study on the RF properties of RGCs. However, the effects observed by blocking
GABAA receptors, strongly support the rationale of the experiment, thus confirming that the
described phenomena are purely biological effects and not artifacts. By considering the high
probability of recording from a single RGC from individual electrode, the response of RGCs was
evaluated by Fourier analysis of neural responses at the fundamental input frequency of
stimulation (i.e. the inverse of the temporal period of the moving bars). Finally, following an
existing methodology (Di Marco, Protti, and Solomon 2013), we computed the Suppression Index
(SI) by using the expression:
SI = 1 - (Rlarge/Rpeak)
where Rlarge is the response generated by the largest bars size and Rpeak is the peak response. As a
result, the SI index is close to 1 when a RGC does not respond to large uniform fields (i.e. is sensitive
to high cycle/degree spatial frequency), and close to 0 when there is no spatial tuning. Results of

this analysis are shown in Fig. 4b and illustrate the variation of the SI for the four directions of the
moving bars and for the two projection conditions (i.e. stimulated areas on the retina). Under
control conditions (upper graphs) the receptive fields of the RGCs appear well tuned spatially for
large stimuli. However, when Bicuculline (lower graphs) is applied, no significant trend is observed
anymore. Thus, even though outside of the scope of this paper, these results indicate that the spatial
tuning of the receptive fields is most probably due to lateral inhibitory mechanisms that can be
finely investigated with the proposed large-scale recording and analysis platform.

Conclusions
Active electrode array technologies based on CMOS microelectronic circuits are rapidly emerging as
a valuable methodology for large-scale neuronal recordings in brain circuits with several thousands
of simultaneously recording electrodes. However, the development of these devices challenges the
implementation of adapted computational infrastructures and optimized data structures for the
acquisition and analysis of such a massive recording of electrophysiological signals. Indeed,
conventional approaches used for MEAs with only a few tens of electrodes are not optimized to
handle signals from a much higher number of electrodes and their application introduces several
bottlenecks for the data storage, data sharing and computational analysis costs.
Here, we have described a complete and expandable platform integrating specific functionalities for
data compression, event detection, data sharing and analysis. This was implemented both on the
acquisition instrument as well as on a custom server-client software application. In particular,
online data compression capabilities were introduced on the acquisition instrument and a
structured HDF5 file format structure was presented. These tools allow to manage a data rate of
~60 MB/sec acquired from our CMOS-MEA devices (4096 electrodes, 7 kHz sampling
rate/electrode, 12 bits resolution) and to achieve different levels of data compression rates that can
be selected depending on the level of information that needs to be preserved.
In addition, the use of an accessible and structured file format enables to easily integrate this
acquisition instrument with custom analysis tools. In this respect, here we have presented a Python
based client-server platform for analysis and data exchange. Originally, this allows to be operated
either locally or remotely with a server-client architecture. Interestingly, this tool was designed
with the aim of minimizing the flow of exchanged data among different machines through (slow)
TCP/IP protocols and by leaving the freedom to store the acquired and analyzed data either on local
or server networks.
Finally, we have shortly described, as a case study, how this platform can be applied to specific
experimental studies on retinal whole mounts. These results show how the large-scale recording
capabilities of CMOS-MEAs from dense electrode arrays on large active areas are enabling the study
of light evoked responses at pan-retinal scale from thousands of RGCs simultaneously. In addition,
when integrated with the proposed platform, time-stamps of light stimuli as well as the recorded
spikes from specific electrode areas can be easily analyzed over multiple experimental phases.
The proposed framework is a first step toward the challenge of managing and analysis massive
electrode array recordings. More advanced approaches, as already developed in bioinformatics for
genomic data, might also be applied to this type of electrophysiological data. Additionally,
progresses in event detection and spike sorting algorithms that exploit the signal redundancy
available from densely integrated electrode arrays are needed and can effectively improve the
application of these devices for several experimental studies in neuroscience and electrophysiology.
Finally, in our opinion these developments need to be complemented with the development of
adapted computational infrastructures designed for facilitating sharing and analysis of large-scale
experimental data.
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Figure 1: Overview of the 4096 CMOS-MEA platform adapted to large-scale
electrophysiological data acquisition and analysis. The platform is composed of (left) an
acquisition platform based on CMOS-MEAs and enabling simultaneous recordings at submillisecond resolution from 4096 electrodes (real-time hardware and optimized software tools
from 3Brain GmbH, Switzerland); (right) and of a custom server-client tool for local or remote data
analysis with minimized data transfer.
Figure 2: Acquisition and compression modalities implemented on the CMOS-MEA platform. (A) The instrument
software acquires data from the hardware and, through online algorithms, it can store extracellular signals using three
different modalities. These are characterized by an increasing rate of compression (from right to left): raw mode – the full
raw data is stored; blanking mode – only chunks of data around a detected event are stored; spike mode – only the time
stamps of the detected spikes are stored. (B) Working principle of the blanking mode: pre- and post-time intervals with
respect to a detected spike are used to define the chunk of signal that is stored. (C) The blanking mode can also store
neighboring electrodes for spike detection and analysis that exploit signals recorded by adjacent electrodes.
Figure 3: Schematic representation of the software organization and computational performances. (A)
Architecture of the client-server analysis tool. The same tool allows for both local (green) and remote (red) analysis by
minimizing data transfer and by exploiting data storage located on a remote network. (B) Comparison of the computing
performances obtained with local and remote modalities. A task of data conversion and a task of data analysis
(computation of the Mean Firing Rate, Mean Bursting Rate, Mean Intra Fire Burst, Mean Burst Duration, Bursting Network
and averaging over 5 trials per task) were performed on 28 dataset, each one consisting of 10 minutes of recorded
spontaneous activity from a hippocampal cultures. Each dataset provides an average of 2,600 active electrodes (>0.01
spike/sec) for a total of about 1,000,000 spikes. The performances of three computational hardware are compared and
include the use of the tool either locally or remotely with the server-client configuration.
Figure 4: Example of the platform application for electrophysiological studies on mouse explanted retinas
subjected to patterned light stimulations. (A) Overview of the experimental and analysis flow. (from left to right)
retinas, with the ganglion cell layer contacting the electrode array, are subjected to light stimuli generated with a Digital
Light Projector. Illustrative example showing light evoked responses to moving bars with different spatial frequencies as
well as the trigger signals, corresponding to each projected frame, that are aligned and simultaneously recorded with the
electrophysiological signals. Below, false colour maps representing the signal variation (100 ms interval) recorded during
stimulation from the 64 by 64 electrode array are reported and show extended light evoked RGCs responses. Files
containing the detected spike events and the time stamps of the trigger signals are combined with a text file and
converted into the internal HDF5 file. (B) Comparison of the computed Suppression Index (SI) for the recorded RGCs
responses to moving bars following four main directions, both (up) under control conditions and (down) under
pharmacological manipulation (Bicuculline, 10 µM). Each dot represents an electrode and the X and Y coordinates are the
SI values calculated when the stimulation extent covers a quarter or one eighth of the retina, respectively. Not
surprisingly, the spatial tuning is lost under bicucculine, thus indicating the relevant role of lateral inhibition.

Table 1: Comparison of the file sizes obtained with the different compression modalities available on the
platform. The quantifications are referred to an acquisition of 10 minutes (~850’000 detected spikes) from 4096
electrodes of a spontaneously active hippocampal neuronal culture (24 DIV).

File extension
Dimension
Notes

Raw mode
.brw
32 GByte
sampling rate
7kHz/channel

Blanking mode
.brw
0,98 GByte
data chunk 10msec
with 8 nearest
neighbors

Spike + Wave
.bxr
27,4 MByte

Spike
.bxr
2,5 MByte

waveform 4 msec

-

